
I Spy Simplicity 
51.5”x65.5” 

This quilt is made up of one 10” block and it looks like this:   

Fabric needed: 
 Half of the 10” I spy pack – 20 squares 

 Gray – 2.5 yards 

 

Cut 80 3” squares from the gray and snowball your blocks by drawing a diagonal line on your 3” gray 

squares. Place one in each corner of the larger square, right sides together, and sew across the square 

diagonally on the line.  After sewing trim your seam allowance to ¼”, then flip back the gray piece 

pressing on all four corners. Finished size of block before sewing into the quilt is still 10” square. 

 Here are some diagrams. SEW on the dotted lines and TRIM on the solid ones. 

   
 

Sew your blocks together, inserting a 3”x10” piece of sashing between the blocks in the rows, using a 

layout of 4 blocks wide and making 5 rows. 



 

Once your rows are sewn together, sew all rows together, inserting a strip of sashing that is cut 3”x 46” 

long (piece to get the needed length). Once all the rows are put together, add the outer borders.  

Use the diagram below to find measurements and cut. Sew the sides on first and then the top and 

bottom borders: 

 
 

To make a twin size quilt: 

61.5”x86.5” 

 

For the twin size, use the whole 10” pack, 

choosing your favorite 35 squares and 

follow the directions for making the 

snowballs. 

Increase gray yardage to 3.5 yards. 

Cut sashing strips at 2.5”x10” for between 

the blocks and 2.5”x 56” for between the 

rows. Follow this layout: 

 
For side borders, cut strips 3.5”x79”, piecing 

as necessary. Attach to sides. 

For top and bottom borders  

Cut strips 4.5”x”62”, piecing as necessary to 

get the length needed. Attach to top and 

bottom. 
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